New Pajamas For Sleeping For Lounging

The trick with the new pajamas for men this fall is that they don't look like pajamas at all. Taking their style cues from current sweaters, sportswear and ski wear, many of the new sleepwear suits might actually get by in the lobby of a resort hotel without causing even the most sedate traveler to climb an inch or two.

Though they don't look much like sweaters, comfortable in bed but quality as the night dress for late-night lounging in your private den or for "catching forty.

NOT ONLY do these fall 1957 pajamas embody new concepts, they also include revivals of a couple of ideas that led the sleepwear parade back in Grandma's day. Thus, you're likely to find gathered-waist models taken from the styles found in Caribbean ports right next to red nightgowns from the styles found in Caribbean ports right next to red nightgowns.

The Daywear trend is evident in pajamas cut in the same warm, cozy, bulky knit material as sport coats, knit tops that imitate the fuzzy sweaters, others that look like "key" style oversize sweaters and still others that are ringer for the popular button-up cardigan sweaters.

THEN THERE is the much vaunted "vulc look" in pajamas. Some of these are made of luxurious pure silk, others are stuck-up in the idea of silk or rayon fibers.

For ease of care these are made in cotton and synthetic blends?wash and wear sleepers. These come in all shades of blue as well as in solid. Simple wash these out, hang them up to drip dry and then store the flat in the drawer, they require little or no ironing.

SHAW collars, double-breasted models, pants without pockets and the familiar scarf collar models made up the sleepwear fashion picture.

These models are tailored in a long line, a "So look" and they don't even resemble pajamas. Military trousers are tailored in the same way and the result is a neat masculine look. This is one of the reasons why the "suit" style is so popular today, it's comfortable and versatile.

Weather-Bird Shoes

Top flight shoes for Back-To-School

Children's Saddle Oxfords in Black and White
Sizes 8-2 $4.95
Sizes 3-1.5 $5.95

Boys' Sturdy Oxfords
Sizes 8-3 $5.45
Sizes 3-1.5 $5.55

Girls' Loafers
Black or Brown
Sizes 8-3 $4.95
Sizes 3-1.75 $5.95

Visit EGGLESTON's for all
your Back-to-School Requirements

EGGLESTON'S DEPARTMENT STORE
187 N. WOODWARD AVE. — BIRMINGHAM